Pontine reference frames for the sensory guidance of movement.
The pontine nuclei (PN) are the major intermediary elements in the corticopontocerebellar pathway. Here we asked if the PN may help to adapt the spatial reference frames used by cerebrocortical neurons involved in the sensory guidance of movement to a format potentially more appropriate for the cerebellum. To this end, we studied movement-related neurons in the dorsal PN (DPN) of monkeys, most probably projecting to the cerebellum, executing fixed vector saccades or, alternatively, fixed vector hand reaches from different starting positions. The 83 task-related neurons considered fired movement-related bursts before saccades (saccade-related) or before hand movements (hand movement-related). About 40% of the SR neurons were "oculocentric," whereas the others were modulated by eye starting position. A third of the HMR neurons encoded hand reaches in hand-centered coordinates, whereas the remainder exhibited different types of dependencies on starting positions, reminiscent in general of cortical responses. All in all, pontine reference frames for the sensory guidance of movement seem to be very similar to those in cortex. Specifically, the frequency of orbital position gain fields of SR neurons is identical in the DPN and in one of their major cortical inputs, lateral intraparietal area (LIP).